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10
The mid-frequency problem in the vibration analysis of built-up mechanical structures appears when 11 neither low frequency deterministic approaches (e.g., finite elements, semi-analytical modal expansions) nor For illustrative purposes, consider that the two subsystems consist of an acoustic cavity (subsystem 1) coupled to a vibrating structure (subsystem 2). The cavity is therefore the soft subsystem and becomes characterized by means of its blocked modes (i.e., its boundary is assumed to be composed of rigid walls) whereas the vibrating structure is the stiff subsystem and its free modes (i.e. in vacuo modes) should be used instead. According to the dual modal formulation (see [18] for the case of two coupled mechanical subsystems and [22] for a cavity-structure problem), the acoustic pressure field (stress field in a general case) is the appropriate one to describe subsystem 1, whereas the displacement field is adequate for subsystem 2. Denoting byP andQ the sets of resonant modes in subsystems 1 and 2, respectively containing N p and N q modes, the acoustic pressure at point M in the cavity and the displacement at point N on the structure can be estimated using the modal expansions
u (N, t) = q∈Q ζ q (t)ũ q (N ) ,
where ξ p and ζ q denote modal amplitudes,p p stands for the spatial acoustic pressure distribution of the 92 p-th cavity mode, andũ q represents the displacement spatial shape of the q-th structure mode.
93
Following the DMF approach, expressions (1a)-(1b) are to be introduced in the weak formulation of the coupled problem. Taking advantage of the orthogonality of the uncoupled modes, presuming viscous damping and making the change of variables ξ p = χ ′ p , ∀p ∈P (with the prime symbol indicating time derivative), the following modal equations of motion can be derived (see [18] for details)
In (2a)-(2b), ω p , ω q denote the modal angular frequencies and η p , η q the modal damping loss factors. The 94 mode shapes are supposed to be normalized to a unit modal mass for the free subsystem and to a unit modal 95 stiffness for the blocked subsystem. Q p represents the modal source strength at mode p due to external 96 excitation and W pq corresponds to the modal interaction work between p and q. For each pair of modes, the 97 latter is defined as the integral over the coupling surface, S C , of the product between a displacement mode 98 shape of the free subsystem and a stress mode shape of the blocked subsystem. For the cavity-structure 99 example the modal interaction work would be W pq = SCp pũq dS. The form of equations (2a)-(2b) allows one to interpret mode interactions as oscillators coupled by gyro-101 scopic elements (which introduce opposite sign coupling forces proportional to the oscillator velocities [18] ).
102
A schematic representation of this modal coupling is proposed in Fig. 1 . Note that a mode in one subsystem
103
is coupled to all modes in the other subsystem but it is not coupled with the modes in its own subsystem.
104
The number of back and forth modal energy direct couplings (the former symbolized with black lines in high order, the total number of them being infinite. In Section 3 it will be shown how to identify the ones 108 dominating energy transmission in an efficient way. 
where Π coupled oscillators, using the same assumptions as in SEA (e.g., white noise force spectra and uncorrelated 117 modal interaction forces [31] ). It follows that
whereS Qp is the power spectral density of the modal source strength, E p is the time averaged energy of 119 mode p, and β pq is called the modal coupling factor given by (see [20] ),
Note that β pq ≥ 0 which will be crucial for the proper definition of modal energy transmission paths and
121
SmEdA graphs in the following section.
122
The power balance equation for any resonant mode of subsystem 2 will be analogous to that of subsys-123 tem 1 in (3) (though for simplicity it will be supposed that no external force is acting on subsystem 2). The
124
N p + N q equations for all modes in subsystems 1 and 2 can be combined in the linear matrix system
with unknown modal energies E 1 = (E p ) NP ×1 and E 2 = (E q ) NQ×1 , external input power at subsystem 1
, coupling loss factor matrix β 12 = (β pq ) NP ×NQ and diagonal loss factor matrices if external input power is supplied to the first cavity, will be given by
with E 1 , E 2 and E 3 respectively standing for the modal energy vectors of the first cavity, panel and second
141
cavity.
142
Two remarks should be made with regard to (7). First, the diagonal matrix β 
Second, the null blocks 0 in (7) indicate that there is no direct coupling between the resonant modes 145 of both cavities, given that they are not physically connected. However, it is well known that resonant 146 transmission, as described by the standard SmEdA approach (7), cannot correctly represent the whole 147 acoustic transmission through the panel below the critical frequency, which is governed by the mass law. To 148 tackle with this problem it was proposed in [22] to include the panel non-resonant modes in the analysis.
149
Although the frequencies of these non-resonant panel modes do not coincide with those of the cavity resonant 150 modes, the modes are strongly coupled one to another because of spatial matching. If one incorporates non-151 resonant transmission in the DMF equations, it turns out that after matrix condensation the former can 
157
As a consequence, when non-resonant paths are considered (7) transforms to
where the block β 13 = (β pr ) NP ×NR is no longer zero. Note that the matrices β that includes both, resonant and non-resonant transmission, is straightforward and yields
with E i = (E i ) I×1 standing for the vector of modal energies of the i-th subsystem where an external power
is being input. In order to lighten forthcoming expressions, system (10) will be simply 170 rewritten as
3. Modal energy transmission paths and SmEdA graphs 
Modal energy transmission paths in SmEdA
173
The definition of energy transmission paths between subsystems in SEA models was introduced by Craik 
185
The same line of reasoning can be pursued to define energy transmission in SmEdA, from an arbitrary 186 mode p in a subsystem P to a mode q in subsystem Q. The weight of the first order order transmission 187 path, p 1 pq , from mode p ∈P to q ∈Q, in the case of subsystems P and Q being adjacent, will be given by
A general n-th order path between a mode s ∈Ŝ and a mode t ∈T in the SmEdA system can then be built 189 by concatenation as
Note from the considerations in Section 2.1 that (13) makes sense given that β hihi+1 ≥ 0 and β hi > 0, 
so that
This proves that the energy at any mode can effectively be recovered as the infinite summation of the energy any two arbitrary nodes in the graph there always exists a path connecting them.
233
For the correct definition of a SmEdA graph an additional subtle point has to be considered. In practice
234
it is not possible to excite a particular mode of a given subsystem; standard mechanisms excite the whole 235 subsystem at once. Moreover, one is usually interested in knowing the influence of a given transmission 236 path to the whole target subsystem energy, not to one of its modes. To take into account these two facts,
237
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In the case of a rain on the roof excitation Π 
With regard to the target or receiver subsystem, say R, another fictitious node t F is included in the 249 graph. All modes r ∈R become connected to it through arcs with unitary weights w rtF = 1. The energy at 250 the target subsystem can be recovered from the summation of the energy of all its modes, E T = r∈R E t .
251
To summarize, a SmEdA graph will consist of (N + 2) nodes, where N is the total number of the SmEdA 252 system modes. The two additional nodes are a fictitious source node s F , which is connected to all the modes the second cavity corresponds to the target subsystem. Therefore, the node s F is connected to all nodes in 259 the first cavity, whereas all nodes in the second cavity become connected to t F .
260
Once a SmEdA graph has been generated, use can be made of previously developed algorithms in 261 graph theory for the computation of transmission paths linking the source and the target subsystems. In 
Application to cavity-panel-cavity models
275
In this section, the above developments will be applied to cavity-panel-cavity models. Most conclusions to be simply-supported on its four edges. In the second example, the steel plate will be stiffened with the 283 addition of some ribs, as detailed in Section 4.2.
284
The dimensions of the source cavity C1, are 0.8 m × 0.6 m × 0.8 m, and those of the receiver cavity 
288
In forthcoming explanations, the particular i-th mode belonging to the source cavity C1 will be referred to 289 as p i ∈P , the i-th mode belonging to the plate as q i ∈Q and the i-th mode in the receiver cavity C2 as 290 r i ∈R. For both examples, the most dominant modal energy transmission paths have been computed for 291 the one third octave bands ranging from 400 Hz to 4000 Hz central frequencies. 
Cavity -bare plate -cavity
293
In this case, the subsystem modal information required in SmEdA can be calculated analytically for 294 both, the natural frequencies and the interaction modal works (i.e. integral of the product between the 295 pressure cavity modes and the displacement panel modes). In Table 1 , a first overview on how modal energy problem at hand will thus contain 47 nodes, 45 arising from all resonant modes in the system, plus two 316 nodes corresponding to the fictitious source and target nodes (see Fig. 2 ).
317
In Fig. 4 , the cumulative contribution of the first 75 paths has been plotted. are the most important non-resonant modes dominating the transmission. In Table 3 , the ranking of the 10 347 stronger dominant paths has been listed. Non-resonant paths can be easily identified as they do not contain 348 any q i element. As seen in the table, the first eight transmission paths are completely non-resonant, being 349 the ninth path the first one to include a q i mode (in particular q 21 ).
350
It should be remarked that obtaining the type of information in Tables 1, 2 (51) and (52) 
Cavity -ribbed plate -cavity
368
In this second example the homogeneous bare plate becomes stiffened with some ribs. The ribs are 369 regularly placed 100 mm apart parallel to the plate y-axis and have a cross section of 10 mm × 10 mm, see because its stiffness becomes increased in the rib direction. As a first approximation for low frequencies, 372 the ribbed plate may be considered equivalent to an orthotropic plate. Whereas the bare plate has a single 373 critical frequency (∼ 11 kHz in the previous example), an orthotropic plate is characterized by having two 374 critical frequencies. The lowest one is that corresponding to the coincidence of waves traveling in the plate 375 stiffest direction (rib direction) with acoustic waves. In our case, this first critical frequency occurs at 376 ∼ 1.7 kHz (the second being that of the bare plate at ∼ 11 kHz). Therefore and contrary to the bare plate, 377 for which resonant plate modes are only in spatial coincidence with the acoustic modes beyond 11 kHz, the 378 stiffened plate may have some resonant modes in spatial coincidence with the acoustic ones for frequencies 379 well below 11 kHz. One would then expect the resonant paths to play a more important role in the acoustic 380 transmission than the one they played for the bare plate. It is however difficult to make an a priori estimation 381 of the importance of the resonant paths compared to the non-resonant ones. As it will be shown below the 382 graph theory approach can substantially ease this task.
383
In order to build the SmEdA matrix for this case, the subsystem modes of the ribbed plate have been 
392
As expected, the energy transmission no longer presents two distinct ranges of behavior like for the bare 393 plate. This can be first observed in Table 4 , built again from the outputs of the MPS algorithm, which 394 is the analogous to Table 1 but for the ribbed case. As seen, it is no longer true that the contribution to 395 the energy level at C2 becomes dominated by non-resonant paths, the resonant ones playing a determinant 396 role for several 1/3 octave bands. More graphically, this can be appreciated when analyzing the energy 397 noise reduction (ENR) between cavities [22]. The ENR is defined as EN R = 10 log 10 (E C1 /E C2 ), with E C1 398 and E C2 respectively standing for the time averaged total energies at cavities C1 and C2 respectively. In [%]
Accum. Contr.
[dB] Given that the maximum frequency limit in the figure is 4KHz, which is well below the critical frequency Table 4 . It is interesting to focus on the 1600 Hz frequency band for which resonant modes play a significant role.
431
In Fig. 7 the cumulative energy contribution of the first 2000 paths in this band is depicted. The total energy 432 at the receiver cavity is 144.97 dB and the contribution e.g., of the first 250 paths already provides 144.32 dB,
433
Path Cavity -Ribbed plate -cavity 1
S → p 33 → q 20 → r 49 → T Table 5 : Cavity -ribbed plate -cavity example. Ranking of the 10 most dominant modal energy paths from a total of 2000 computed paths for the 1600 Hz 1/3 octave band.
which is fairly close to the total value (less than 1 dB). Therefore, it becomes feasible to circumscribe the 434 analysis to the ranking of the first 250 paths. For every mode, the number of appearances in the list of the 435 250 paths and the number of paths that contain it have been counted. The results are presented in Fig. 8 .
436
It can be observed that for every subsystem, there is a relatively small group of outstanding modes, whose 437 maxima can respectively be identified as p 49 , q 20 and r 49 . One may presume that these modes will play a 438 predominant role in energy transmission. Actually, if one inspects the ranking of the 250 paths (see Table 5 439 for the first 10 paths), it precisely follows that the preeminent path is p 49 → q 20 → r 49 which contributes 
444
It is worth examining this point in more detail. In Fig. 9 the spatial distribution (pressure for cavity 445 modes and displacement for the ribbed plate) on the plate surface is plotted, for the three involved modes.
446
Although the natural flexural wavelength of the plate is ∼ 0.08 m at 1.5 kHz, a wavelength for mode q 20 447 along the y-direction can be appreciated well above this value, which is comparable to the wavelengths of 448 acoustic modes. This is due to the stiffness effect of the ribs and it leads to a spatial matching between this works. This can be simply explained by the fact that p 49 and q 20 are closer in frequency than q 20 and r 49 .
453
The spatial matching is here the key phenomenon which leads the path p 49 → q 20 → r 49 to be the most 454 dominant one, as identified by the MPS algorithm.
455
In order to give the reader a point for comparison, an analysis is made of the interactions in the path 
Path analysis in SmEdA
473
The above developments will be applied in this section to a more complex case consisting of a shipbuilding 474 structure made of 6 rooms distributed in two decks (see Fig. 11 ). The floor between decks and the vertical this results in a model with eleven subsystems: six rooms R1 − R6, the floor F and four separating walls 484 W 1 − W 4 (see Fig. 11 ).
485
In this case, to build the SmEdA model only flexural vibration modes have been considered for the panels.
486
Different studies on ship structures [44, 45] showed that this type of vibration transmission is predominant 
495
An acoustic monopole has been located at point M 0 = (0.8, 0.9, 0.7) m in Room 1 (source subsystem),
496
with unit power spectral density. Room 6 is considered as the receiver. In Fig. 13(a) the ENR between 497 R1 and R6 has been plotted, whereas the ENR for the two adjacent rooms R1 and R3 is also presented damping and thus reducing the energy level at the receiver.
502
In Table 6 a path analysis is presented for the shipbuilding built-up structure, analogous to that in Table 2 for the cavity-homogeneous plate-cavity system. As seen from the table, there are a total of 326 504 modes involved in the 200 Hz band, the overall energy at the receiver subsystem being 45.06 dB (first row).
505
Considering 1000 paths 93.77% of the energy at the receiver can be recovered, with a drastic reduction in the 506 number of involved modes (from 326 to 112). The strongest reduction of modes takes place for subsystems 507 R2, R3 and W 1 − W 4, which is logical. With the sole consideration of 25 paths the reconstructed energy at 508 the receiver is less than one dB of its overall value, which may suffice for the analysis of the vibroacoustic 509 behaviour of the structure.
510
Computing the number of instances of every mode in the ranking of paths (see Fig. 14) reveals that the 511 dominant modes of the floor are f 22 and f 23 . This can also be appreciated in the ranking list of Table 7 for 512 the first seven dominating transmission paths. These paths contribute 58.11% of the energy at the receiver 513 and only contain modes belonging to the source room, the receiver room and the floor. This indicates that 514 energy is mainly transmitted along the floor separating the two decks.
515
Similarly to what occurred for the cavity -ribbed plate -cavity example, a close inspection of modes 516 f 22 and f 23 shows that they present high wavelengths in the floor's stiffest direction, which results in good 517 spatial matching with the cavity modes (see Figs. 15a, b) . Despite the amplitudes of the mode shapes 518 being smaller in the junction area with room 1 than with room 6, there is still good spatial matching of f 22 519 and f 23 with the cavity modes of the former. In contrast, mode f 25 , for example, exhibits lower vibration 520 values in the junction areas with rooms 1 and 6 than in the junction with room 2, and also presents shorter 521 wavelengths than f 22 and f 23 (see Fig. 15c ). This explains the lack of spatial matching leading to destructive 522 interference between the floor mode and the cavity modes. In turn, that results in low intermodal works 523 within room 1 and room 6 modes.
524
As a consequence, one could attempt to increase the damping of modes f 22 and f 23 in order to diminish 525 the energy level in the receiver room. This has been simulated by setting their new internal damping values 
533
To summarize, the MPS algorithm has allowed for a quick identification of the two most critical modes 
537
All in all, it would be feasible to think of drawing a process for any built-up structure, which could start analogous process for SmEdA as described is, however, outside the scope of this paper. 
Comparison with SEA results
549
A comparison with the results that can be obtained from a SEA model of the shipbuilding structure 550 instead of the SmEdA one will be finally presented to highlight some of the advantages of the latter. A SEA system can be directly deduced from a SmEdA one by assuming modal energy equipartition, see [18, 20] .
552
The SEA coupling loss factors (CLF) and injected power can be related, respectively, to the SmEdA modal 
and the injected power in subsystem 1 as
These expressions can be easily generalized in the case of having more subsystems.
557
When the subsystem modal overlap is high (typically greater than one), energy equipartition takes place 558 to a good extent so that SEA and SmEdA provide similar results. However, for low modal overlap, modal 559 energy equipartition is no longer satisfied for subsystems located far away from the excited one, which leads values between rooms 1 and 6 and rooms 1 and 3. In the case of adjacent rooms SEA and SmEdA yield 562 fairly close results. As opposed to this, in the case of rooms 1 and 6 which are at considerable distance apart 563 (see Fig. 11 ) a strong discrepancy can be observed between the predictions of SmEdA and SEA. The latter
564
gives a lower ENR value and thus a higher energy level at the receiver room 6.
565
Path
Shipbuilding SEA 1 In Table 8 , the ranking for the 10 dominant energy transmission paths between rooms 1 and 6 in the 566 SEA model is presented. As observed the first path clearly involves energy transmission through the floor.
567
However, and contrary to the results in Table 7 , in this case no information at all is available on which 568 modes are responsible for this transmission. 
